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BUILDING DATA LITERACY 1

• Sociological approach – relational, the human, material and
non-material.
• Broaden the nature of the concept of ‘data literacy’.
• Many schooling systems today have standards for teachers and
school leaders that make some mention of the role and uses
of data in respect of both; e.g., AITSL in Australia sets
standards across the stages of a teaching career – at highly
accomplished level states that such teachers will be ‘skilled in
analysing assessment data’; standards for principals – ‘use a
range of data management methods and technologies’.

BUILDING DATA LITERACY 2: ‘A SOCIO-TECHNICAL
EDUCATION DATA IMAGINARY’

• Broadening the concept to ‘A socio-technical education data
imaginary’, extending Science and Technology Studies discussions of
‘sociotechnical imaginaries’ (Jassanoff and Kim, 2009, p.120):
‘collectively imagined forms of social life and social order’.
• Hyphenate socio-technical: each the project of the other, emphasis on
social construction of new technologies and knowledge: Human +
Machine relationships; rejecting technological determinism.
• A normative construct: the ‘oughts’; a way to think about data literacy
in a more expansive way.

BUILDING DATA LITERACY 3: ‘A SOCIO-TECHNICAL
EDUCATION DATA IMAGINARY’

• How human/technology relationships ought to function in
education and specifically in relation to data.

• Using Charles Taylor’s concept of ‘imaginary’ – a world view
underpinning understandings/actions of large groups – helps
constitute the quotidian present and possible futures, the
social ever-changing and in flux.
• About desired human-data relationships for shaping present
and future system, school and teacher practices in context
of seeming insatiable appetite for data of school systems.

BUILDING DATA LITERACY 4: ‘A SOCIO-TECHNICAL
EDUCATION DATA IMAGINARY’

• Considerations in societal context of digital disruption/revolution: Fourth
Industrial Revolution, Zuboff’s (2019) ‘surveillance capitalism’, Mau (2019)
‘metric society’ – the quantification/datafication of the social; Hardy &
Lewis (2017), ‘double-think’ of teachers and data collection.
• Such surveillance techniques also in market socialist countries e.g. People’s
Republic of China; Social Credit System, introduced in 2020, utilizes the
online participation of citizens to construct individual profiles, which are
used then by both government and business to determine what citizens
will be able to receive, and what opportunities will be opened up or
closed down for them - a manifestation of what Deleuze (1992) called
‘control societies’; Bauman (2012) ‘liquid modernity’, ‘an infinity of
improvement’ as, for example, with Computer Adaptive Testing (CAT).
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BUILDING DATA LITERACY 5: ‘A SOCIO-TECHNICAL
EDUCATION DATA IMAGINARY’

• ‘We problematize: appropriate human+machine relationships in
the construction and production of data; appropriate policymaker
and teacher interpretations and uses of data; and appropriate
design and development of data infrastructures, including data
interoperability’. (Lingard et al., 2021, p.2)
• ‘Yet, while new technologies can offer potentially new and very
positive opportunities for education, we argue strongly that
schooling and teacher professional practices are intrinsically
relational, contextual, and cultural in nature and work with an
ethics of care’ (Noddings, 2003).’ (Lingard et al., 2021, p.3)

BUILDING DATA LITERACY 6: ‘A SOCIO-TECHNICAL
EDUCATION DATA IMAGINARY’

• OECD (2001). What schools for the future? Schooling for
tomorrow. Paris: OECD Publishing.

• OECD (2020). Back to the future of education: Four scenarios
for schooling. Paris: OECD Publishing; 4 models: schooling
extended; outsourcing, learning markets; schools as learning
hubs; end of school-based learning and demise of schooling.
• In context of impact of COVID-19 on schooling – young
people schooled at home certain developments.

BUILDING DATA LITERACY 7: ‘A SOCIO-TECHNICAL
EDUCATION DATA IMAGINARY’

• New York State Governor Cuomo re Covid and the future
of schools as we know them: Washington Post, 7 May, 2020,
headline: ‘Cuomo questions why school buildings still exist –
and says New York will work with Bill Gate to ‘reimagine
education’’. A kind of deschooled society (Illich).
• A particularly narrow, ‘socio-technical education data
imaginary’ cf OECD’s future scenarios.

BUILDING DATA LITERACY 8: ‘A SOCIO-TECHNICAL
EDUCATION DATA IMAGINARY’

• Cuomo stated: “The old model of everybody goes and sits
in the classroom, and the teacher is in front of that
classroom, and teaches that class… all these buildings, all
these physical classrooms – why, with all the technology you
have?” (Strauss, 2020, para 3).
• ‘Cargo cult’ mentality re technologies and data; who will
benefit?; non-involvement of educators/teachers; costcutting.

FRAMES AND CONTEXT OF THINKING ABOUT ‘A
SOCIO-TECHNICAL EDUCATION DATA IMAGINARY’

• Growing inequality within and between nations (Picketty, 2014); BUT
Piketty also observed, ‘refusing to deal with numbers rarely serves the
interests of the least well-off’ (p. 577).
• Yet the datafication and quantification of the social might very well
reinforce a competitive individualism where “people no longer fight
collectively” for “a fair distribution of wealth” (Mau, 2019, p. 169).

• Growing SES inequality in schooling outcomes (Chmielewski, 2019).
• Greater demographic diversity; problems for categories in data sets;
backward looking categories.

CONTEXT OF THINKING ABOUT ‘A SOCIO-TECHNICAL
EDUCATION DATA IMAGINARY’

• Neo-liberal policy frames plus restructured state (NPM then network governance):
data and data infrastructures central to statecraft, role of edu-businesses etc..
• Private provision of data infrastructures (Systems Interoperability Framework (SIF),
Microsoft/Gates).
• Issues: data security, privacy, on-selling to third parties for profit, democratic deficits.
• A ‘systemless system’ (Lawn, 2013), structured by data; through algorithms – ‘black
boxing’ of systemic policy and decision making.
• Can/should all school experiences be datafied?
• Surveillance, dataveillance, data privacy and ownership (InBloom case in USA);
Australian survey; Japan legislation re data usage.
• Future oriented or past oriented (big data, AI, ML, predictive analytics): (move from
interventions to prevention) - Webb et al. (2020) in Learning, Media and Technology.

SOME CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

• Human beings need to drive the digital
disruption/revolution broadly in society and also in
education systems.
Datafication and quantification of the social might very well
drive/reinforce a competitive individualism.
Mau (2019, p.169): ‘the metric society is a mass of individuals
in competition with each other, not a solidary or cooperative
community’; purposes of schooling.

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS CONTD.

• Teacher professional judgements and evaluative expertise
are core to realising the potential of the digital in schooling.

New professionalism or re-professionalising re broadest
construction of data literacy.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS CONTD.

• A new ‘knowingness’ is required in: utilization of data; use of
algorithms; uptakes of the affordances of virtual reality in
curriculum, pedagogy and assessment.
New teacher professionalism.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS CONTD.

• Seeming attractiveness of customization/personalization of
learning, but must recognise/understand the underlying
standardisation required to achieve this.
‘There is a deep irony in the interweaving of personalization
and standardization: the former offers the promise of
individually designed learning pathways and progressions,
whereas the latter operates on the assumption that individual
performance is to be tracked using a predetermined
underpinning scale’. (Lingard et al., 2021, p. 38).

CONCLUDING COMMENTS CONTD.

• The lure of the digital, of datafication, but also risks: digital
rights of the child (see Livingstone, et al., 2019); digital rights
of parents and teachers; privacy issues; security of stored
data (private and public sector); data ownership; potential
on-selling of data to third parties for profit. Most societies
playing catch-up in dealing with these issues in legislation.

CONCLUSION
• Data and digital disruption demand data literacy as a
component of new professional knowledges for teachers, as
central to re-professionalisation of teaching, needs investment.
• But, data literacy needs to be defined in a broader way as with
the concept of ‘A socio-technical education data imaginary’.
• Thinking here must acknowledge: growing inequality, greater
diversity and the broad social purposes of schooling for a
better future.
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